News from Sharon Wilcox from the CMS Adelante conference 26th September 2020.
The South American CMS conference was held on Zoom this year. The SAMS South American Missionary Society became part of CMS in the late 20th Century. There were presentations over two days from the various partners and then groups met to pray in smaller groups for different mission partners. Sharon actually gave her news just to the small group who met for prayer after the 2nd day – scheduled between 4.00 and 6.30pm to facilitate the difference in time zones.
Sharon reports that during the six months of pandemic in Ecuador there has been online schooling, and this will continue till February 2021. But as Sharon commented as with this country this means that the poorest and most vulnerable may not get any or insufficient education during this period as the have limited or no access to the internet. Sharon has some of her Orchid students with no internet access so for them she has been doing worksheets. Most of her work with the group has been on WhatsApp using smartphone. When Sharon was in the capitol Quito to sort out her visa, she saw children siting outside cafes as that was how their mobiles could access the internet. There is also an election due February 2021. Normally people must vote in their place of birth which may involve quite a lot of travel. But if they do not vote there is a fine equivalent to a month’s wages. Travel is difficult as oil despite being a major export is not easy to get hold of and is expensive. Ideally online voting would be good. Sharon seeks prayer for a government that is not corrupt. Current ministers and hospital administrators have been implicated in obtaining health supplies and then selling them for their own financial gain. 85% of the population do not earn a living wage. In September doctors and nurses had not been paid for 2 months. The health system is not good and is struggling. The oil production. A river collapsed caused by a sink hole and the nearby pipeline was ruptured causing an oil spill and loss of the supply till the pipe was repaired. The volcano Sangay has become more active and in September sent 7cm of ash to the surrounding area. This damaged grazing land and contaminated the water supplies. One of Sharon’s students has had COVID-19 but is okay and another has a heart problem.Sharon has been giving bags of essentials to her students and poor families in the church. With the pandemic day workers which are the majority are not working. No work means no income. So, there is real hardship. In one situation nine members of a family have two bedrooms. People must pay hospital bills before bodies area released and funerals cost 1000 dollars. In a mainly catholic country, the use of cremation which is being used is not normal and is adding to people’s grief and anguish. Sharon has got her ID documents sorted but is still waiting to get her visa sorted. One benefit of the pandemic is that the mission partners in South America have a weekly Zoom meeting which is a great support to them all. Sharon is also able to catch up on her UK home church services online as they are being streamed. On one Sunday they even had a video report from her which meant lots of people sent her emails to her great surprise and joy to wake up to that morning. Plans to develop other work in Quito the capital are on hold. There are going to be no deliveries of post which was often held up and the national airline has collapsed. So, the only means of communicating with Sharon is by email, Zoom or Skype. (Unlike when I first started writing letters to a friend who is a missionary, as that was the only contact except for very rare telephone calls.)
Pray. Please remember to pray for Sharon’s health and protection even more important in this current situation. For her Pastor William who had four family members including his religious grandmother of over a hundred, (his major prayer support and guide,) die within a month earlier this year. Here in the UK pray for Sharon’s family, her mother who has dementia is in a subunit of a nursing home. Her brother and sister are also both receiving medical treatment. It was a great encouragement to see Sharon via the Zoom conference. Both she, the small group of UK supporters and some of the south American CMS staff valued the time of sharing news and prayer.             Recent news: in Mid-November Sharon travelled to the new regional office on the coast to get her visa. She is still waiting to see if it will be granted. Please pray this will be granted. As I discovered earlier in the autumn being without crucial documents is very worrying, but Sharon was delighted to be able to dip her toes into the Pacific Ocean
Alison Evans

